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Reviewed by Peter Caroline
One of my best (albeit uncharitable) friends

once referred to me as a serial hoplophile. I must
unashamedly plead guilty as charged. I do tend to
fall in love with interesting guns. And I have, sit-
ting beside my laptop as I write this, a superlative
example of this species. At the 2010 SHOT Show,
Ken Friel, North American Arms’ General Manag-
er, showed me a prototype of a tiny revolver. NAA
is known for tiny revolvers, but this one was quite
different. Imagine a very much scaled-down ver-
sion of the 19th Century S&W .38 Single Action
2nd Model revolver. Imagine it crafted to a degree
of precision never dreamed of in its time. And
imagine it in a caliber that can actually be consid-
ered quite useful as a self-defense back up. And so
concealable that one might carry it in a swimsuit
or a shirt pocket. 

Within a week after the 2011 SHOT Show, this
gun showed up at my house. It is NAA’s new
Ranger .22 Magnum, a five-shot Break-Top
revolver that surpasses the capabilities of previous
mini-revolvers and enters the exalted realm of
such functional bling as Rolex watches and Mont-
blanc pens. 

I have owned a number of NAA mini-revolvers,
and I think they’re neat. But they all came with
one dilemma: once you’ve fired your five shots,
what next? You pull out the cylinder pin, remove
the cylinder, punch out the five empties one-by-
one, then load in five new cartridges, and replace

the cylinder and then the cylinder pin in the
frame. If someone is shooting at you while all this
is going on, it could get annoying. 

With the new NAA Ranger, it’s back to the best
of 19th Century technology: with the hammer at
half-cock, gently pull up the knurled button in
front of the hammer, and pivot the barrel/cylinder
assembly upward. As the tiny star extractor pushes
the fired cases out of the cylinder, point the barrel
upward and dump out your empties. Then load
five fresh rounds, and bring the barrel/cylinder
assembly back into a locked position. 

I have owned, and still do, a host of 19th
and early 20th Century break-open revolvers,
Smith & Wesson, Harrington & Richardson,
Hopkins & Allen, Webley, etc., etc., and I
must say, the in terms of workmanship, the
NAA Ranger makes them all look crude by
comparison. This gun is a jewel. The precision
and detailing of manufacture puts everything
else to shame. The cylinder may be removed
by pushing a tiny knurled latch on the left-
hand side of the barrel assembly. It is more
like an example of fine watchmaking than any
other handgun I have encountered. You can
barely discern the line between the hammer
screw and the frame, and the gun is, overall, a
treat to the hand and the eye. I defy you to
keep yourself from fondling it. Like a “lucky
stone” or my dad’s old Morgan silver dollar
that I carry, it is a comforting talisman. 
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